
Inspection Report
Report Number: 578050

Report Generated For Customer: Rosa Subirat

Date of Inspection: 6/21/2023

Location of Inspection: Fredericksburg, TX, 78624

For Questions, call us at (866) 935-2057 or email us at services@lemonsquad.com

Important Disclosures:

This Inspection Report is governed by the terms and conditions of the order which are available at
https://lemonsquad.com/terms and which contain important information, disclosures, and disclaimers.

This Inspection Report is for the sole and exclusive use of the Customer named above and may not be used or
relied upon by any third party including, without limitation, any purchaser of a vehicle from Customer.

Without limiting the Limited Warranty, Disclaimers, Limitations on Liability and Dispute Resolution provisions of the
terms and conditions (available at https://lemonsquad.com/terms), there are no implied or express warranties or
guarantees of any kind in connection with any vehicle inspection. The vehicle inspection is intended solely as an
“evaluation” of a given vehicle’s condition at the time, date and place of examination. Wrench Inc., and its affiliates
including LemonSquad, specifically disclaims any liability for any loss or damage arising in connection with
ownership or operation of said vehicle and further disclaims any liability of any hidden wreck, flood damage or
tampered components not readily apparent upon visual inspection. The items visually inspected were in the
reported condition listed in the report at the time of the inspection only. A visual inspection will not identify the
working condition of each and every vehicle part or component, nor will a visual inspection identify any or all
missing, tampered or altered components. Intermittent component or systems issues or failures may not present
themselves at the precise time of inspection and/or a vehicle may be tuned in a manner to mask or minimize any
such issues; in either case, such intermittent issues may not be discoverable during inspection. Further disclaimed
is any liability for any damage or defects not found during inspection. Other conditions may exist which did not
occur or appear during inspection. It is the customer’s responsibility to ensure the vehicle to be inspected is in a
state in which the vehicle is legal to drive on public roads, safe and functioning well enough to start and drive, and
located in a space that is accessible and allows the inspector full access to vehicle components. Vehicles that are
not safe, legal, or in a running condition will not have a test drive performed. Inspection reports are for information
only and are not to be considered a recommendation for or against the purchase of the inspected vehicle.
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Report #578050

1975 Mercedes-Benz Unimog



Summary
The vin submitted does not match the vin inspected. LO4114-061189 - submitted vin. 404114-061189 - 
vin inspected. There was not a title present. The odometer was missing during the inspection. This 
Vehicle has seen a lot of life in a harsh climate and shows signs of concern under close Inspection 
despite the condition possibly hiding further issues. 
 
Exterior 
 
The wiper system is not working. Further diagnosis is needed. The windshield washer does not work. 
There is significant body panel misalignment all around the vehicle. This vehicle has excessive 
scratches and scuffs all over the exterior. The vehicle shows dings and chips around the body. There 
are dents on the hood. The wooden deck is worn and damaged. The vehicle paint was in poor 
condition, there is evidence of multiple previous paint jobs, the repaint shows dust under the paint, 
orange peel, and signs of poor prep. The paint is flaking off and chipped through the entire vehicle 
exposing previous paint or bare metal. The entire vehicle shows areas of rust, interior, exterior, and 
engine compartment. See pictures. There are multiple areas where the rust has eaten through the 
body panels. The floor panels are rusted and will need to be replaced. The body seals around the 
windows are showing signs of age and wear. This includes the doors, windows, trunk, and other 
miscellaneous body seals. They will need replacement. The hood is damaged and will not open. 
 
Interior 
 
The steering wheel shows cracks due to age. The sun visors show wear and tear. The horn does not 
work. The seats show signs of heavy usage. Wear and tear heavily visible. See pictures. The inner door 
panels show heavy wear. See pictures. The interior trim shows heavy wear. See pictures. The interior 
was very dirty during the inspection and showed heavy wear making it harder to accurately evaluate 
the condition. The dash is showing wear and tear consistent with the age of the vehicle. The dash 
lights are not working. could not test The canvas cover over the rear and cab shows tears and damage. 
The blower motor does not work. None of the dash gauges are working. There was no odometer 
present during the inspection. 
 
Road Test 
 
The vehicle does not run. Due to this, I spent more time going over the vehicle. There was no battery 
present during the inspection. The charging system does not appear to be functioning. There are 
many items that can cause this. Further diagnosis is needed. The hoses are old and worn, should be 
replaced. The radiator isn't currently leaking but shows corrosion and wear due to age. The belt is 
showing wear and cracking from age. The engine is seeping oil. There were no drips at time of 
inspection. This area should be cleaned off and rechecked to verify source of leak or leaks. The portal 
boxes on the axles are seeping fluid. 
 
See below and pictures for more details.  
 



Vehicle Information
Year 1968
Make Mercedes-Benz
Model Unimog
VIN 404114-061189
Stock No. N/A
Mileage N/A
Fuel Type Gas
Engine Cylinders 4 Cylinder
Interior Color Black
Exterior Color Grey
Interior Material Vinyl
Transmission Manual

Drive Type
Four Wheel
Drive

Engine Number N/A
Transmission Number N/A

Road Test
Road Test No

The vehicle does not run.



Exterior

Wiper Blades

The wiper system is not working. Further

diagnosis is needed.

Windshield Washer

The windshield washer does not work.

Body Panel Alignment

There is significant body panel misalignment

all around the vehicle.

Scratches

This vehicle has excessive scratches and

scuffs all over the exterior.

Paint Condition

The vehicle paint was in poor condition, there

is evidence of multiple previous paint jobs, the

repaint shows dust under the paint, orange

peel, and signs of poor prep. The paint is

flaking off and chipped through the entire

vehicle exposing previous paint or bare metal.

Seals

The body seals around the windows are

showing signs of age and wear. This includes

the doors, windows, trunk, and other

miscellaneous body seals. They will need

replacement.

Rust

The entire vehicle shows areas of rust,

interior, exterior, and engine compartment.

See pictures. There are multiple areas where

the rust has eaten through the body panels.

Power Door Mirrors

Bumpers

Underbody/Frame
Condition

Glass

Floors

The floor panels are rusted and will need to be

replaced.

Rockers

Quarter Panels

Interior

Steering Wheel

The steering wheel shows cracks due to age.

Horn

The horn does not work.

Seat Condition

The seats show signs of heavy usage. Wear

and tear heavily visible. See pictures.

Inner Door Panels

The inner door panels show heavy wear. See

pictures.

Dash

The dash is showing wear and tear consistent

with the age of the vehicle.

Dash Lights Working

The dash lights are not working.

Heater

could not test

Headliner

The canvas cover over the rear and cab shows

tears and damage.

Blower Motor

The blower motor does not work.

Instrument
Cluster/Gauges

None of the dash gauges are working. There

was no odometer present during the

inspection.

Window Function

Interior Trim

The interior trim shows heavy wear. See

pictures. The interior was very dirty during the

inspection and showed heavy wear making it

harder to accurately evaluate the condition.

Sun Visors

The sun visors show wear and tear.

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Good

Good

Good

Good

Issues

Good

Good

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Issues

Good

Issues

Issues



Body Filler Used

Hood

The hood is damaged and will not open.

Doors

Dings

The vehicle shows dings and chips around the

body.

Dents

There are dents on the hood. The wooden

deck is worn and damaged.

Good

Issues

Good

Issues

Issues



Mechanical

Battery Condition

There was no battery present during the inspection.

Coolant Leaks

Charging System

The charging system does not appear to be

functioning. There are many items that can cause

this. Further diagnosis is needed.

Hoses and Clamps
Age/Cracking

The hoses are old and worn, should be replaced.

Radiator Condition

The radiator isn't currently leaking but shows

corrosion and wear due to age.

Belts

The belt is showing wear and cracking from age.

Engine Oil Leaks

The engine is seeping oil. There were no drips at

time of inspection. This area should be cleaned off

and rechecked to verify source of leak or leaks.

Transmission Fluid
Condition

Transmission Fluid Leaks

Brake System Condition

Brake Fluid Leaks

Transfer Case Leaks

Differential leaks

Muffler System

CV Boots and Joints

The portal boxes on the axles are seeping fluid.

Shocks and bushings
Condition. Leaking?

Ball Joints and Tie Rods

Modifications

Tire / Wheels
Manufacturer

Driver's Front Tire Uniroyal
Passenger's Front Tire Uniroyal
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

Uniroyal

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

Uniroyal

Size
Driver's Front Tire 10/5R20
Passenger's Front Tire 10/5R20
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

10/5R20

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

10/5R20

Axle Count
Tire Condition

Driver's Front Tire Dry Rot
Passenger's Front Tire Dry Rot
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

Dry Rot

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

Dry Rot

Wheel Condition
Driver's Front Tire Corrosion
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

Corrosion

Passenger's Front Tire Corrosion
Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

Corrosion

Tire Tread
Driver's Front Tire 6/32
Passenger's Front Tire 6/32
Driver's 1st Axle Outer
Tire

6/32

Passenger's 1st Axle
Outer Tire

6/32

Spare Tire No

Issues
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Issues

Issues

Issues
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Good

Good



Vehicle Images

the vehicle had to be towed to a location to do the inspection
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Explore maintenance, repair and inspection services here.



https://lemonsquad.com/?utm_source=lemonsquad&utm_medium=inspections&utm_campaign=pdfreport
https://wrench.com/?utm_source=lemonsquad&utm_medium=inspections&utm_campaign=pdfreport

